Feb 2, 2016 Transportation and Land Use Agenda
6:30 PM, New Heights Physical Therapy
5736 NE Glisan, side door
Please keep a respectful volume as they may have upstairs clients!

1) Safety on 58th and Everett, Last year PBOT denied our request for a stop sign due to the bikeway, but the recent, and beautifully smooth, pavement replacement has made this intersection more dangerous. Bike speeds downhill turning west have increased significantly, and autos now drive through the intersection uncontrolled. Time to come up with a plan to solve this cheap, but pressing, safety issue before an accident occurs. I will have a few proposals to discuss.

2) Update on Stark-Thorburn safety Project and Burnside's 30 MPH request.

3) Discussion of Houslessness and small tent communities. There is discussion of creating a formal permit process so it is transparent with well understood parameters citywide. I have a proposal being passed around that we can have a “rap session” on for feedback.

4) The Transportation Systems Plan Update. This is the heart of our transportation system which is open for public review. Let us review it and see what it does, and does not, capture.

5) Update on Parks applications, Friends of Trees Planting or other activities going on neighborhood wide. Please, bring your concerns. What do you want to prioritize in 2016?

I will be available for updates on a wide range of transportation and land use issues citywide.

Hope to see you there!

Terry Dublinski-Milton, NTNA Transportation and Land Use Chair
terry.dublinski@gmail.com